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FeTe0.55Se0.45: a multiband superconductor in the clean and dirty limit1
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Condensed Matter Physics and Materials Science Department,3

Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New York 11973, USA4

(Dated: March 23, 2015)5

The detailed optical properties of the multiband iron-chalcogenide superconductor FeTe0.55Se0.45
have been reexamined for a large number of temperatures above and below the critical temperature
Tc = 14 K for light polarized in the a-b planes. Instead of the simple Drude model that assumes a
single band, above Tc the normal-state optical properties are best described by the two-Drude model
that considers two separate electronic subsystems; we observe a weak response (ωp,D;1 ' 3000 cm−1)
where the scattering rate has a strong temperature dependence (1/τD,1 ' 32 cm−1 for T & Tc), and
a strong response (ωp,D;2 ' 14 500 cm−1) with a large scattering rate (1/τD,2 ' 1720 cm−1) that
is essentially temperature independent. The multiband nature of this material precludes the use of
the popular generalized-Drude approach commonly applied to single-band materials, implying that
any structure observed in the frequency dependent scattering rate 1/τ(ω) is spurious and it cannot
be used as the foundation for optical inversion techniques to determine an electron-boson spectral
function α2F (ω). Below Tc the optical conductivity is best described using two superconducting
optical gaps of 2∆1 ' 45 and 2∆2 ' 90 cm−1 applied to the strong and weak responses, respectively.
The scattering rates for these two bands are vastly different at low temperature, placing this material
simultaneously in both clean and dirty limit. Interestingly, this material falls on the universal scaling
line initially observed for the cuprate superconductors.

PACS numbers: 74.25.Gz, 74.70.Xa, 78.30.-j6

I. INTRODUCTION7

The discovery of superconductivity in the iron-based8

materials1–3 with maximum superconducting transition9

temperatures of Tc ∼ 55 K achieved through rare-earth10

substitution4 has prompted a tremendous amount of re-11

search into the structural and electronic properties of12

this class of materials,5 not only to ascertain the na-13

ture of the superconductivity but also to find a path14

to higher transition temperatures. Recently, attention15

has focused on the iron-chalcogenide materials; these16

materials are structurally simple, consisting only of lay-17

ers of Fe2(Se/Te)2 tetrahedra.3 Nearly stoichiometric18

Fe1+δTe undergoes a first-order magnetic and structural19

transition6–8 from a tetragonal, paramagnetic state to20

a monoclinic, antiferromagnetic state at TN ' 68 K,21

but remains metallic down to the lowest measured tem-22

perature. Superconductivity has been observed at am-23

bient pressure in FeSe with Tc = 8 K,3 increasing to24

Tc ' 37 K under pressure.9 The substitution of Te with25

Se in FeTe1−xSex suppresses the structural and mag-26

netic transition and establishes superconductivity over27

a broad range of compositions10,11 with the critical tem-28

perature reaching a maximum value12–18 of Tc ' 14 K29

for x ' 0.45; enhanced Tc’s have been reported in thin30

films.19,2031

Electronic structure calculations reveal a multiband32

material with three hole-like bands at the origin and33

two electron-like bands at the corners of the Brillouin34

zone,21 a Fermi surface topology common to many of35

the iron-based superconductors. Angle resolved photoe-36

mission spectroscopy (ARPES) typically identify most37

of these bands.22–26 Multiple isotropic superconducting38

energy gaps ∆ ' 2 − 4 meV have been observed,27,2839

and there is also evidence for an anisotropic supercon-40

ducting gap on one of the hole surfaces.29 Despite being41

a multiband material with more than one type of free42

carrier, these materials are poor metals.16,17 The optical43

properties in the Fe-Te/Se (a-b) planes of FeTe0.55Se0.4544

reveal a material that appears to be almost incoherent45

at room temperature but that develops a metallic char-46

acter just above Tc. Below Tc the emergence of a super-47

conducting state is seen clearly in the in-plane optical48

properties.30–32 Perpendicular to the planes (c axis) the49

transport appears incoherent and displays little temper-50

ature dependence; below Tc no evidence of a gap or a51

condensate is observed.3352

In this work the detailed optical properties of53

FeTe0.55Se0.45 in the a-b planes are examined at a large54

number of temperatures in the normal state and ana-55

lyzed using the two-Drude model,34,35 which considers56

two electronic subsystems rather than a single electronic57

band; this approach has been successfully applied to58

thin films of this material.32 The single-band approach59

was used in a previous study of this material and was60

the basis for the application of the generalized Drude61

model;30 however, we demonstrate that the multiband62

nature of this material precludes the use of the general-63

ized Drude model. The two-Drude model reveals a rel-64

atively weak Drude component (ωp,D;1 ' 3000 cm−1)65

with a small, strongly temperature dependent scatter-66

ing rate at low temperature (1/τD,1 ' 32 cm−1), and67

a much stronger Drude component where the strength68

(ωp,D;2 ' 14 500 cm−1) and the scattering rate (1/τD,2 '69

1720 cm−1) display little or no temperature dependence.70

In the superconducting state the optical conductivity is71

reproduced quite well by introducing isotropic supercon-72

ducting gaps of 2∆1 ' 45 cm−1 on the broad Drude73
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response, and 2∆2 ' 90 cm−1 on the narrow Drude com-74

ponent; no fitting is performed. Comparing gaps and75

the scattering rates, we note that 1/τD,1 . 2∆1(2∆2),76

placing this close to the clean limit, while 1/τD,2 �77

2∆1(2∆2), which is in the dirty limit; as a result, this78

multiband material is simultaneously in both the clean79

and dirty limit. The decomposition of the superconduct-80

ing response into two bands allows the different contribu-81

tions to the superfluid density to be examined. While the82

experimentally-determined value and the clean-limit con-83

tribution falls on the universal scaling line for the high-84

temperature superconductors36 in the region of the un-85

derdoped cuprates, the dirty-limit contribution falls very86

close to the scaling line predicted for a dirty-limit BCS87

superconductor.37 New results for this scaling relation88

indicate that it will be valid in both the clean and dirty89

limit,38 which explains how this material can satisfy both90

conditions and still fall on the scaling line.91

II. EXPERIMENT92

A mm-sized single crystal of FeTe0.55Se0.45 was cleaved93

from a piece of the sample used in the original optical94

study30 revealing a flat, lustrous surface along the Fe-95

Te/Se (a-b) planes; this crystal has a critical tempera-96

ture of Tc = 14 K with a transition width of ' 1 K. The97

reflectance has been measured at a near-normal angle of98

incidence for a large number of temperatures (16) above99

and below Tc over a wide frequency range (∼ 3 meV to100

3 eV) for light polarized in the a-b planes using an in situ101

overcoating technique.39 The complex optical properties102

have been determined from a Kramers-Kronig analysis103

of the reflectance,40 the details of which have been pre-104

viously described.30105

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION106

A. Normal state107

The optical conductivity in the far and mid-infrared108

regions is shown for a variety of temperatures above Tc109

in the waterfall plot in Fig. 1. At room temperature, the110

conductivity is essentially flat over the entire frequency111

region. The optical properties can be described using a112

simple Drude-Lorentz model for the dielectric function:113

ε̃(ω) = ε∞ −
ω2
p,D

ω2 + iω/τD
+
∑
j

Ω2
j

ω2
j − ω2 − iωγj

, (1)

where ε∞ is the real part at high frequency, ω2
p,D =114

4πne2/m∗ and 1/τD are the square of the plasma fre-115

quency and scattering rate for the delocalized (Drude)116

carriers, respectively, and n and m∗ are the carrier con-117

centration and effective mass. In the summation, ωj , γj118

and Ωj are the position, width, and strength of the jth119

FIG. 1. (Color online) The real part of the in-plane optical
conductivity of FeTe0.55Se0.45 for a large number of tempera-
tures in the normal state in the far and mid-infrared region,
showing the rapid emergence with decreasing temperature of
a Drude-like response at low frequency.

vibration or bound excitation. The complex conductiv-120

ity is σ̃(ω) = σ1 + iσ2 = −iω[ε̃(ω) − ε∞]/60 (in units of121

Ω−1cm−1). The Drude response is simply a Lorentzian122

centered at zero frequency with a full-width at half max-123

imum of 1/τD. The scattering rate typically decreases124

with temperature, leading to a narrowing of the Drude125

response and the transfer of spectral weight from high126

to low frequency, where the spectral weight is the area127

under the conductivity curve, N(ω, T ) =
∫ ω
0
σ1(ω′) dω′.128

As Fig. 1 indicates, while there is no clear free-carrier re-129

sponse at room temperature, there is a rapid formation130

of a Drude-like response below about 200 K with a com-131

mensurate transfer of spectral weight from high to low132

frequency below ' 2000 cm−1.133

The optical conductivity may be modeled quite well134

with only a single Drude term; however, this is only pos-135

sible if an extremely low-frequency Lorentzian oscillator136

(ω0 . 3 meV) is included. While low-energy interband137

transitions are expected for this class of materials,41 they138

are not expected to fall below ' 30 meV, well above the139

low-frequency oscillator required to fit the data using this140

approach. This suggests that a multiband system like141

FeTe0.55Se0.45 is more correctly described by a two-Drude142

model34,35 in which the electronic response is modeled as143

two separate, uncorrelated electronic subsystems rather144

than a single dominant band. Using this approach, the145

second term in Eq. (1) becomes a summation in which146

the plasma frequency and the scattering rate are now in-147

dexed over the total number of bands under consideration148

(two in this case). Both the real and imaginary parts of149

the conductivity are fit simultaneously using a non-linear150

least-squares method, which allows very broad features151

to be fit more reliably than fitting to just the real part152
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FIG. 2. (Color online) The Drude-Lorentz model fit to the
real part of the optical conductivity of FeTe0.55Se0.45 at 20 K
for light polarized in the a-b planes for two Drude components
and two Lorentz oscillators. The inset shows the linear com-
bination of the two Drude components in the low frequency
region; the sharp structure at ' 204 cm−1 is the normally
infrared-active Eu mode.30

of the optical conductivity alone.153

The result of the fit to the data at 20 K is shown in154

Fig. 2, revealing two distinct Drude components; a nar-155

row response with ωp,D;1 ' 2630 cm−1 and 1/τD,1 '156

32 cm−1, and a much broader and stronger component157

with ωp,D;2 ' 14 110 cm−1 and 1/τD,2 ' 1770 cm−1.158

These values are consistent with the results from the two-159

Drude analysis performed on FeTe0.5Se0.5 thin films.32160

The structure in the mid-infrared region is described161

by two oscillators centered at ω1 ' 1720 cm−1 and162

ω2 ' 4010 cm−1; other high-frequency oscillators have163

been included to describe the optical conductivity in the164

near-infrared and visible regions, but they are not shown165

in this plot.166

It is not immediately obvious if the narrow Drude com-167

ponent originates from the electron or the hole pock-168

ets. In a previous study of the non-superconducting169

parent compound Fe1.03Te, the weak Drude-like fea-170

ture at high temperature and the the rapid increase171

of the low-frequency conductivity below the magnetic172

and structural transition at TN ' 68 K was associ-173

ated with the closing of the pseudogap on the electron174

pocket.42,43 While the scattering rate on the electron175

pocket in Fe1.03Te was observed to be about 6 meV at176

low temperature, it also displayed relatively little tem-177

perature dependence, whereas in the current study the178

pocket with the a scattering rate about 4 meV at 20 K179

shows considerable temperature dependence. In ARPES180

studies of iron-arsenic superconductors, small scattering181

rates (' 3 meV) have been observed on both the electron182

and hole pockets at low temperature,44 which is consis-183

tent with the observation that electron and hole mobili-184

ties are similar at low temperature in FeTe0.5Se0.5, unlike185

Fe1+δTe where the electron mobility is much larger than186

that of the holes below TN (Ref. 45). While it is tempt-187

ing to associate the small scattering rate with an electron188

pocket, we can not make any definitive statements at this189

point.190

The two-Drude model has been used to fit the real and191

imaginary parts of the optical conductivity in the nor-192

mal state for T > Tc; the temperature dependence of the193

plasma frequencies and the scattering rates for the nar-194

row and broad components are shown in Fig. 3. The fit to195

the optical conductivity at 20 K, and at low temperatures196

in general, is unambiguous due to the narrow Drude term;197

as a result, both the plasma frequencies and the scatter-198

ing rates may be fit simultaneously. As Fig. 3(a) indi-199

cates, at low temperature the plasma frequency for the200

broad component displays little temperature dependence,201

while the plasma frequency for the narrow Drude com-202

ponent decreases slightly just above Tc. At low temper-203

FIG. 3. (Color online) The two-Drude model fit to the optical
conductivity yielding the temperature dependence of the (a)
plasma frequencies ωp,D;j and (b) scattering rates 1/τD,j for
the narrow (diamonds) and broad (circles) Drude components
in FeTe0.55Se0.45 for T > Tc. The filled symbols indicate
fitted parameters, while the open symbols indicate that the
parameter held fixed to a constant value. Where error bars
are not shown, the error is roughly the size of the symbol.
The dotted lines are drawn as a guide for the eye.
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FIG. 4. (Color online) The temperature dependence of the
spectral weight normalized to the value at 295 K for a variety
of choices for the cut-off frequency ωc; the estimated error is
indicated for the ωc = 100 cm−1 points. Smaller values of ωc

result in a strong temperature dependence; however, within
the confidence limits of the experiment, for ωc & 4000 cm−1

there is effectively little or no temperature dependence.

atures, the scattering rate for the broad component also204

displays little temperature dependence, whereas the scat-205

tering rate for the narrow component increases quickly206

with temperature, until by 200 K it has increased by a207

factor of ' 20. At high temperature, the presence of two208

broad Drude terms makes the fit to the now relatively209

featureless complex conductivity more challenging. As210

a result, above 200 K the fit is constrained to only the211

scattering rate for the narrow Drude term; both plasma212

frequencies and the scattering rate for the broad Drude213

term are held fixed. This is indicated in Fig. 3 by the214

solid symbols (fitted parameters), and the open symbols215

(fixed parameters). Using these constraints, the scatter-216

ing rate for the narrow Drude term continues to increase217

until at room temperature 1/τD,1 ' 840 cm−1, about218

half the value of the scattering rate observed for the other219

Drude component. The dotted line shown in Fig. 3 for220

1/τD,1 has the quadratic form that would be expected221

for a Fermi liquid; however, below 100 K the data may222

be fit equally well by a straight line, making it difficult to223

draw any conclusions about the nature of the transport224

on this pocket.225

Returning to the evolution of the conductivity in the226

normal state, it is clear from Fig. 1 that the growth of227

the low-frequency Drude component is accompanied by228

the loss of spectral weight throughout much of the in-229

frared region; however, it is important note that these230

changes occur on top of a large background conductiv-231

ity that originates from the strong Drude component and232

several mid-infrared absorptions. To estimate the energy233

scale over which this transfer takes place, the normalized234

spectral weightN(ωc, T )/N(ωc, 295 K) is plotted in Fig. 4235

for a variety of choices for the cut-off frequency, ωc. Small236

values of ωc result in a strong temperature dependence.237

Normally, larger values of ωc would eventually result in238

a temperature-independent curve with a value of unity;239

however, before this occurs the ratio is first observed to240

drop below unity for ωc ' 600 cm−1 before finally adopt-241

ing the expected form for ωc & 4000 cm−1. We speculate242

that this is in response to the reduction of the plasma243

frequency of the narrow Drude component at low tem-244

perature resulting in a transfer of spectral weight from245

a coherent to an incoherent response at high frequency.246

This effect has in fact been predicted in the iron-based247

materials and is attributed to Fermi surface reduction248

due to many body effects.46 Finally, we remark that while249

the redistribution of spectral weight in the parent com-250

pound Fe1.03Te below TN is due to the closing of the251

pseudogap on the electron pocket in that material,42,43252

in the present case it is due to the slight decrease in253

the plasma frequency and the dramatic decrease in the254

scattering rate of the narrow Drude component at low255

temperature.256

B. Generalized Drude model257

Beyond the two-component Drude-Lorentz and the258

two-Drude approaches for modeling the optical conduc-259

tivity, there is a third approach, the generalized Drude260

model. This latter approach is commonly used to de-261

scribe the normal state of the cuprate materials where262

only a single band crosses the Fermi level, and is referred263

to as a single component model. The optical conductiv-264

ity of the cuprates is similar to that of FeTe0.55Se0.45;265

typically, just above Tc, there is a narrow Drude-like re-266

sponse that gives way to a flat, incoherent mid-infrared267

component, resulting in a kink-like feature in the optical268

conductivity.47–49 This kink is attributed to a strongly-269

renormalized scattering rate due to electron-boson cou-270

pling, and is is described in the generalized Drude model271

through a frequency-dependent scattering rate and effec-272

tive mass,50,51273

1

τ(ω)
=
ω2
p

4π
Re

[
1

σ̃(ω)

]
(2)

and274

m∗(ω)

me
=

ω2
p

4πω
Im

[
1

σ̃(ω)

]
, (3)

where me is the bare mass, m∗(ω)/me = 1 + λ(ω) and275

λ(ω) is a frequency-dependent electron-boson coupling276

constant. The frequency-dependent scattering rate is277

the basis for optical inversion methods to calculate the278

electron-boson spectral function.52,53 However, concerns279280

have been raised over the effect of the low-energy in-281

terband transitions on the scattering rate,54 and more282
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FIG. 5. (Color online) (a) The optical conductivity for
the temperature-independent broad, strong Drude compo-
nent (dot-dash line), and the weaker Drude component (solid
and dashed lines) that displays a strongly temperature-
dependent scattering rate. (b) The frequency-dependent scat-
tering rate calculated from the two-Drude model. Inset: the
experimentally-determined 1/τ(ω).

generally, the multiband nature of the iron pnictide and283

iron selenide materials presents a major difficulty for this284

type of analysis. To illustrate this point, we consider285

the complex dielectric function for a two Drude model.286

The plasma frequency for the weak component has been287

taken to be with ωp,D;1 ' 3000 cm−1; initially the scat-288

tering rate is quite broad with 1/τD,1 ' 840 cm−1 at289

295 K, but as Fig. 3 indicates it decreases rapidly with290

temperature to 1/τD;1 ' 32 cm−1 at 20 K. The opti-291

cal conductivity at these temperatures, as well as 200,292

100, and 50 K, are shown in Fig. 5(a) as the various293

lines. In addition, a broad, strong Drude component with294

ωp,D;2 ' 14 500 cm−1 and 1/τD,2 ' 1720 cm−1 is shown295

in Fig. 5(a) as a dash-dot line; this component is tem-296

perature independent. From these two Drude responses297

a temperature-dependent complex dielectric function is298

constructed and the frequency-dependent scattering rate299

is calculated from Eq. (2) using a somewhat arbitrary300

value of ωp ' 7500 cm−1; the result is shown in Fig. 5(b).301

The actual experimental values are shown in the inset302

using values of ωp ' 6700 − 7300 cm−1, where ωp has303

been chosen so that the values for the scattering rate304

are roughly the same at 400 cm−1. At 295 K, where305

the scattering rates are broad, 1/τ(ω) displays little or306

no frequency dependence, and the same can be said of307

the result at 200 K; this type of response would be ex-308

pected from a simple Drude model with only a single309

component. This trend does not continue; by 100 K310

the scattering rate has developed strong frequency de-311

pendence and by 20 K the scattering rate has a linear312

frequency dependence over much of the low-frequency re-313

gion. In a previous single-component analysis of this ma-314

terial, this 1/τ(ω) ∝ ω behavior was taken as evidence315

for electronic-correlations.30 However, the multiband na-316

ture of this material indicates that the linear-frequency317

dependence observed in 1/τ(ω) is simply a consequence318

of having more than one Drude component. As a result,319

unless the system has been heavily doped into a regime320

where it is either purely electron or hole doped, then the321

single-component, generalized-Drude approach should be322

avoided. It should also not be used as a basis for optical-323

inversion techniques used to calculate the electron-boson324

spectral function.325

C. Superconducting state326

1. Superfluid density327

While the optical conductivity in the normal state in328

Fig. 1 shows the development of a strong Drude-like com-329

ponent at low temperature, upon entry into the super-330

conducting state there is a dramatic suppression of the331

low-frequency conductivity and a commensurate loss of332

spectral weight, shown in Fig. 6(a). The loss of spectral333

weight is associated with the formation of a supercon-334

ducting condensate, whose strength may be calculated335

from the Ferrell-Glover-Tinkham (FGT) sum rule:55,56336 ∫ ωc

0+
[σ1(ω, T & Tc)− σ1(ω, T � Tc)] dω = ω2

p,S/8, (4)

or ω2
p,S = 8 [Nn(ωc, T & Tc)−Ns(ωc, T � Tc)], where337

ωc is chosen so that the integral converges and ω2
p,S =338

4πnse
2/m∗ is the superconducting plasma frequency.339

The superfluid density is ρs0 ≡ ω2
p,S . The evolution of340

the spectral weight for Nn and Ns are shown in Fig 6(b).341

It is apparent from Fig. 6(a) that most of the changes342

in the spectral weight occur below ' 100 cm−1, so it343

is therefore not surprising that the expression for ω2
p,S344

has converged for ωc ' 120 cm−1. The sum rule yields345346

ωp,S ' 3280±200 cm−1, from which an effective penetra-347

tion depth can be calculated, λ0 = 4850±300 Å, slightly348

smaller than the result obtained in the previous opti-349

cal study,30 and in good agreement with values of λ0 '350

4300−5600 Å observed in materials with similar compo-351

sition measured using several different methods.57–60 In352

a previous single-band interpretation of the optical con-353

ductivity of this material, it was noted that ωp,S � ωp,D,354

suggesting that only small portion of the free carriers col-355

lapsed into the condensate below Tc and that this mate-356
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rial was therefore not in the clean limit. However, the357

multiband nature of this compound results in a more358

complicated picture where this statement is only partially359

true.360

2. Multiband superconductor361

The complex optical conductivity shown in Fig. 6(a)362

is reproduced in Fig. 7(a); as previously noted, below363

Tc most of the transfer of spectral weight occurs below364

' 120 cm−1, setting a näıve energy scale for the maxi-365

mum value of the superconducting energy gap. In addi-366

tion to the general suppression of the optical conductivity367

below 120 cm−1, there is also a shoulder at ' 60 cm−1,368

suggesting more than one energy scale for superconduc-369

tivity in this material.61 In the previous work where a370

single-band interpretation was employed,30 the optical371

conductivity was reproduced reasonably well by using a372

Mattis-Bardeen formalism for the contribution from the373

gapped excitations.40,62 The Mattis-Bardeen approach374

assumes that l . ξ0, where the mean-free path l = vF τ375

FIG. 6. (Color online) (a) The real part of the optical
conductivity for FeTe0.55Se0.45 for light polarized in the a-
b planes just above Tc at 20 K, and at two temperatures
below Tc. Note the strong suppression of the low-frequency
conductivity for T � Tc. (b) The spectral weight in the
normal state, Nn(ω, T & Tc) and in the superconducting
state, Ns(ω, T � Tc); the expression for ω2

p,S converges by

ω ' 150 cm−1.

(vF is the Fermi velocity), and the coherence length is376

ξ0 = ~vF /π∆0 for an isotropic superconducting gap ∆0;377

this may also be expressed as 1/τ & 2∆0. The best378

result was obtained by using two isotropic superconduct-379

ing energy gaps of 2∆1 = 40 cm−1 and 2∆2 = 83 cm−1,380

where a moderate amount of disorder-induced scattering381

was introduced.30 However, in the two-Drude model, the382

amount of scattering in each band is dramatically dif-383

ferent, 1/τD,1 � 1/τD,2. To model the data, we use the384

values for the plasma frequencies and the scattering rates385

just above Tc at 20 K, shown in Fig. 3, for the two differ-386

ent bands; the two isotropic superconducting energy gaps387

are taken to be 2∆1 = 45 cm−1 and 2∆2 = 90 cm−1. The388

contribution from each of the gapped excitations is then389

calculated. We emphasize at this point that no fitting is390

employed and that the parameters are not refined.391

The solid line in Fig. 7(b) shows the normal-state con-392

ductivity for ωp,D;1 = 2600 cm−1 and 1/τD,1 = 32 cm−1393

for T & Tc, while dashed lines denote the contributions394

from the gapped excitations from 2∆1 and 2∆2 for T �395

Tc. Below the superconducting energy gap the conduc-396

tivity is zero and there is no absorption, while above the397

gap there is a rapid onset of the conductivity, which then398

joins the normal-state value at higher energies. Using the399

FGT sum rule in Eq. (4) we estimate ωp,S ' 2150 cm−1400

for the lower gap and ωp,S ' 2300 cm−1 for the upper401

gap, indicating that about 70 − 80% of the free carri-402

ers collapse into the condensate for T � Tc. This is403

consistent with the observation that 1/τD,1 . 2∆1, 2∆2,404

placing this material in the moderately-clean limit. It405

has been remarked that for a single-band material in the406

clean limit the opening of a superconducting energy gap407

may be difficult to observe because the small normal-408

state scattering rate can lead to a reflectance that is al-409

ready close to unity, thus the increase in the reflectance410

below Tc for ω . 2∆ is difficult to observe.63 However,411

this is a multiband material in which the overall super-412

conducting response arises from the gapping of several413

bands, some of which are not necessarily in the clean414

limit, discussed below.415

The same procedure is carried out for the second band416

in Fig. 7(c) for ωp,D;2 = 14 500 cm−1 and 1/τD,2 =417

1720 cm−1. Here, the normal-state conductivity is nearly418

flat in the low-frequency region. For T � Tc, the con-419

ductivity is once again zero below the superconducting420

energy gap; however, unlike the previous case the on-421

set of conductivity above the gap now takes place much422

more slowly. In addition, the curves only merge with423

the normal-state values at energies well above the val-424

ues for the superconducting gaps. From the FGT sum425

rule, we estimate ωp,S ' 2740 cm−1 for the lower gap426

and ωp,S ' 3670 cm−1 for the upper gap, indicating that427

about 3 − 6% of the free carriers collapse into the con-428

densate for T � Tc. This is consistent with the obser-429

vation that 1/τD,2 � 2∆1, 2∆2, placing this material in430

the dirty limit. Thus, as a consequence of the multiband431

nature of this material, it can coexist in both the clean432

and dirty limit at the same time; we speculate that this433
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FIG. 7. (Color online) (a) The real part of the optical conduc-
tivity for FeTe0.55Se0.45 for light polarized in the a-b planes
just above Tc at 20 K, and at two temperatures below Tc.
The dash-dot line models the smoothed contribution to the
conductivity from the gapped excitations described in the dis-
cussion. (b) The real part of the optical conductivity for a
Drude model with ωp,D;1 = 2600 cm−1 and 1/τD,1 = 32 cm−1

(solid line), and the contribution from the gapped excitations
for T � Tc with superconducting gaps of 2∆1 = 45 cm−1 and
2∆2 = 90 cm−1 (dashed lines). (c) The same set of calcula-
tions for ωp,D;2 = 14 500 cm−1 and 1/τD,2 = 1720 cm−1.

condition is likely fulfilled in many (if not all) of the iron-434

based superconductors.435

While we have considered the effects of different sizes of436

superconducting energy gaps on the different bands, only437

a single isotropic gap is associated with each pocket. In438

order to reproduce the data in Fig. 7(a), different com-439

binations were considered. The best choice is a linear440

combination of the large gap (2∆2) applied to the nar-441

row Drude response in Fig. 7(b) and the small (2∆1) gap442

applied to the broad Drude response in Fig 7(c), indi-443

cated by the shaded regions; this line has been smoothed444

and is shown as the dash-dot line in Fig. 7(a), which445

manages to reproduce the data quite well. This is some-446

what surprising for two reasons. First, the curve has447

not been refined in any way, and second, this is a sim-448

ple superposition of two single-band BCS models and449

not a more sophisticated two-band model of supercon-450

ductivity that considers both intraband as well as in-451

terband pairing.64–66 On the other hand, since this ap-452

proach appears to work rather well, we speculate that453

the large difference in the scattering rates in the two454

bands allows for this simpler interpretation. Taking the455

contributions for the superconducting plasma frequen-456

cies from the two bands, ωp,S;1 ' 2300 cm−1 from the457

narrow band and ωp,S;2 ' 2740 cm−1 from the broad458

band; the strength of the condensate may be estimated459

by adding the two in quadrature, ω2
p,S = ω2

p,S;1 + ω2
p,S;2,460

yielding ωp,S ' 3570 cm−1, only somewhat larger than461

the experimentally-determined value of ωp,S ' 3280 ±462

200 cm−1.463

The observation of two gap features is consistent with464

a number of recent theoretical works that propose that465

isotropic s-wave gaps form on the electron and hole pock-466

ets but change sign between different Fermi surfaces,67,68467

the so-called s± model. However, there is considerable468

flexibility in this approach that allows for situations in469

which the sign does not change between the Fermi sur-470

faces (s++), s± with nodes on the electron pockets for471

moderate electron doping, nodeless d -wave superconduc-472

tivity for strong electron doping, as well as nodal d -wave473

superconductivity for strong hole doping.69 The observa-474

tion of multiple gaps is also consistent with an ARPES475

study on this material which observed isotropic gaps on476

all Fermi surfaces, with ∆1 ' 2.5 meV (hole pocket) and477

∆2 ' 4.2 meV (electron pocket).28 These results are in478

reasonable agreement with the values determined using479

our simple model, ∆1 ' 2.8 meV and ∆2 ' 5.6 meV,480

and the reduction of the conductivity at low frequency481

for T � Tc suggests the absence of nodes. The ARPES482

study would tend to suggest that the large gap associated483

with the electron pocket corresponds to the weak, narrow484

Drude contribution, while the small gap associated with485

the hole pocket corresponds to the strong, broad Drude486

response. This is also consistent with our earlier observa-487

tion of a relatively small scattering rate on the electron488

pocket in Fe1.03Te.43489

D. Parameter scaling490

In our previous study of this material, we noted that it491

fell on the general scaling line originally observed for the492

high-temperature superconductors,36,37 recently demon-493

strated for some of the iron-based materials,70 ρs0/8 '494

4.4σdcTc, where σdc is measured just above Tc. A natural495

consequence of the BCS theory in the dirty limit is the496

emergence of a similar scaling line37,71 ρs0/8 ' 8.1σdcTc497

(dotted line in Fig. 8). The experimentally-determined498499

values of σdc ≡ σ1(ω → 0) = 5600 ± 400 Ω−1cm−1 and500

ωp,S ' 3300 cm−1 (ρs0 ≡ ω2
p,S) indicate that this ma-501

terial falls on the scaling line in the vicinity of the un-502

derdoped cuprates, as shown in Fig. 8. The decompo-503

sition of the superconducting response into two bands504

allows the different contributions to the superfluid den-505
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FIG. 8. (Color online) The log-log plot of the in-plane spec-
tral weight of the superfluid density Nc ≡ ρs0/8 vs σdc Tc, for
a variety of electron and hole-doped cuprates compared with
the result for FeTe0.55Se0.45. The dashed line corresponds
to the general result for the cuprates ρs0/8 ' 4.4σdcTc, while
the dotted line is the result expected for a BCS dirty-limit su-
perconductor in the weak-coupling limit, ρs0/8 ' 8.1σdcTc.
The open circles represent the different contributions to the
superfluid density in FeTe0.55Se0.45; the solid circle is the ex-
perimental value.

sity to be examined (Fig. 7). The dirty-limit contribution506

(σdc ' 2000 Ω−1cm−1 and ωp,S ' 2740 cm−1) falls very507

close to the calculated BCS dirty-limit scaling line, while508

the clean-limit contribution (σdc ' 3600 Ω−1cm−1 and509

ωp,S ' 2300 cm−1) falls to the right; this latter behavior510

is expected and has been previously discussed.37 Initially,511

it was thought that the materials that fell on the scal-512

ing line were likely in the dirty limit.37 However, it has513

been shown that many superconducting materials fall on514

the scaling line, and many of them are not in the dirty515

limit.72 Moreover, it has been recently demonstrated that516

the scaling relation is more robust than originally thought517

and should be valid for most materials, including those518

that approach the clean limit,38 suggesting that the scal-519

ing relation is an intrinsic property of the BCS theory520

of superconductivity. Therefore, even though the contri-521

butions to the superfluid density in FeTe0.55Se0.45 come522

from the clean as well as the dirty limit, the material523

should, and indeed does, fall on the universal scaling line.524

IV. CONCLUSIONS525

The detailed optical properties of the multiband su-526

perconductor FeTe0.55Se0.45 (Tc = 14 K) have been ex-527

amined for light polarized in the Fe-Te/Se (a-b) planes528

for numerous temperatures above Tc, as well as sev-529

eral below. In recognition of the multiband nature of530

this material, the optical properties are described by531

the two-Drude model. In the normal state the two-532

Drude model yields a relatively weak Drude response533

(ωp,D;1 ' 3000 cm−1) that is quite narrow at low tem-534

perature (1/τD,1 ' 30 cm−1 at 20 K) but which grows535

quickly with increasing temperature, and a strong Drude536

response (ωp,D;1 ' 14 500 cm−1) with a large scat-537

tering rate (1/τD,2 ' 1420 cm−1) that is essentially538

temperature independent. It is demonstrated that the539

generalized-Drude model may not be used reliably in540

multiband materials, except in those cases where chemi-541

cal substitution has effectively rendered the material ei-542

ther completely electron- or hole-doped. In the super-543

conducting state for T � Tc the optical conductivity544

is reproduced quite well using the normal-state prop-545

erties for T & Tc and Mattis-Bardeen formalism with546

a small gap (∆1 ' 23 cm−1 or about 2.8 meV) ap-547

plied to the strong Drude component, and a large gap548

(∆2 ' 45 cm−1 or about 5.6 meV) applied to the narrow549

Drude component. Because the scattering rates on the550

two bands are quite different, this places one band in the551

dirty limit (1/τ � ∆) and the other close to the clean552

limit (1/τ . ∆), effectively placing this material simul-553

taneously in both the clean and dirty limit. The estimate554

for the superfluid density of ρs0 ' 3600 cm−1 using this555

model is quite close to the experimentally-determined556

value ρs0 ' 3300 cm−1, which places this material on557

the universal scaling line for high-temperature supercon-558

ductors in the region of the underdoped cuprates, similar559

to other iron-based superconductors.560
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